Well-known writers, casual writers, editors, students, and others seem impelled by some impulse to write upon the subject of education at one time or another. In the large majority of these essays no greater harm is done than by the writers on the equally important subjects of "Success in life." It is quite possible that the same pens have pranced over the pages at one time to the tune of "Success," and to the tune of "Education" at another.
There may, however, be harm in the'number of blows struck in ceaseless hammering away on anything, however intrinsically valuable it may be. Gold foil may be attenuated beyond its usefulness by too long-continued hammering. Crops of water constantly falling upon one The Didactic Method. 549 spot will wear away the firmest substance, or shatter the most unflinching nerves. Essays upon education from any, every, and all sources, drop, drop, dropping in neverending monotony upon the minds of teachers, make the didacticians tired, and in their weariness they may be induced to accept the doctrines of the persistent wordmakers on the subjects. In the hope of freeing themselves from a nuisance they may claim, "It is true ! We accept (anything) ! We agree ! Now give us a rest!"
The particular doctrine which has been shot at the teachers in medical and dental schools from the pop-guns of epistolarians of all sorts for some years past, and which perhaps has worried them the most, is the one which affirms that "the lecture system is a failure. topics, reviewing, explaining, illustrating the subjects, so that they would become illuminated. The interest of all of the students would be increased. The advantages of repetition would be gained. The student who has the auditive memorymore keenly set to receive impressions, as well as the student with the more sensitive visual memory, would be benefitted by the stimuli to his different organs of perception. The habit of taking notes would be acquired, and in final reviews or irt competitive examinations the note-book as well as the textbook would become an authoritative source of knowledge. All of these advantages to the student, it seems to me, would naturally follow the employment of the combination of lecture and text-book method as portrayed.
We have, I think, physiological, psychological and practical reasons for the adoption of the plan proposed -Dent. Cosmos?
